
PointClickCare Performance Insights 
offers analytics that make it faster and 
easier to understand your organization’s 
performance. It includes tools to improve 
financial viability and recognize the 
revenue drivers and quality metrics  
that impact PDPM revenue. 

With market-oriented, near real-time data, 
you can make informed decisions with  
a comprehensive picture of your  
financial health. 

 Optimize revenue to impact  
	 profit	margins

As an executive leader in Skilled Nursing, you set 
financial goals and budgets to ensure that your 
organization remains profitable. 

With PDPM, it’s more important than ever to 
analyze the contributors to and detractors from 
the bottom line. Performance Insights allows your 
team to manage revenue earned vs. budgeted, 
identify outliers that skew performance, and group 
your data according to PDPM components. 

 Create actionable insights  
	 from	your	financial	data

Data helps you identify opportunities to improve 
your financial health. 

With Performance Insights, you can analyze each 
of the PDPM payment components and key areas 
that derive the Case Mix Group (CMG) to identify 
opportunities for care. 

The benefit of Performance Insights extends 
beyond PDPM. When you understand the 
revenue distribution across your population, your 
organization can develop targeted outreach to 
attract residents that meet an ideal profile.
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SCHEDULE YOUR DEMO

To learn more about  
Performance Insights

Performance Insights helps your organization:

Adapt	To	PDPM	
■ Understand the revenue drivers that impact PDPM revenue
■ Compare total revenue earned with annual budget
■ Determine revenue split between facilities/regions and contribution rates
■ View trends in revenue and average CMI

Optimize Revenue
■ Gain oversight of revenue earned vs. budgeted, outliers, case mix impact  

& breakdown by PDPM components
■ Identify revenue drivers to achieve financial goals in the most optimal way
■ Uncover outlier facilities/regions and opportunities for improvement
■ Identify areas for staffing/training improvements based on population acuity

Assess	Population	Needs
■ Determine revenue distribution across residents and associated acuity
■ Determine revenue split between the 6 payment components
■ View revenue broken down by clinical categories, function score, and other 

end-splits
■ Understand revenue distribution across the resident population and  

case mix impact

PointClickCare Technologies Inc., helps long-term and post-acute care (LTPAC) providers gain the 
confidence they need to navigate the new realities of value-based healthcare. 

For more information on PointClickCare’s software solutions, please visit www.pointclickcare.com.
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